
The Beijing Challenge 
 

"An account of the Trials, Tribulations and Triumphs of 
Teaching Photography in the Peoples Republic of China." 

 
Overview. 
This paper details some of the varied experiences delivering a professional photography 
programme in China. The course was essentially a Queensland College of Art, Griffith 
University (QCA) degree, conducted at the Central Academy of Fine Art in Beijing 
(CAFA) which operates under the auspices of the Cultural Ministry, and is considered the 
country's premier tertiary art institution. Over a three-year period, my wife Ulli and I lived 
and worked in Beijing for a total of 18 months. 
 
The joint Master of Arts in Visual Art - Photography programme we presented was a one-
off, two year full-time professional course work masters designed primarily to educate 
future photography teachers for China. The course was delivered in Mandarin with 
translation from English. In order to minimise cost and fulfil Chinese government 
requirements teaching was shared between Chinese and Australian staff. When it gained 
central government approval, the programme became the first international cooperative 
teaching venture in the arts and one of only four educational joint ventures approved for 
1998. 
Course Structure: 
The final MAVA (Photography) subject structure listed below varied from that originally 
approved. Changes were implemented to accommodate on-going facility deficiencies. 
Semester 1 subjects were delivered by QCA while CAFA delivered Semester 2 subjects. 
 
Semester 1 1998       Teaching Staff 
 Photographic Research Methods I   (10 CP) Siegfried Manietta 
 Photographic Practices I   (10 CP) Siegfried & Ulli Manietta 
 Photo Theory     (10 CP) Siegfried Manietta 
 Professional English Language I  (10 CP) Wang Xu & Ulli Manietta 
Semester 2 1998 

Photographic Design    (10 CP) Song Jianming 
History of Photography  (10 CP) Chen Shen 
Elective Project ("Social Practice")  (10 CP) Ma Gang & S. Manietta 

 Illustrative Studio Techniques   (10 CP) S. Manietta & Peter Wanny 
Semester 1 1999 
 Photographic Research Methods II (10 CP) Siegfried Manietta 
 Photographic Practices II   (10 CP) Siegfried & Ulli Manietta 
 Digital Imaging    (10 CP) Ma Gang & S. Manietta 
 Creative Advertising Photography  (10 CP) Siegfried Manietta 
Semester 2 1999 

Professional English Language II  (10 CP) Ms Jing  
 Exhibition Project    (30 CP) Ma Gang Guang Jun 
        Siegfried Manietta  
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Project Origins. 
In essence the project evolved from a series of short workshops which I conducted in 
Beijing and Hang Zhou in 1996 at the request of Prof. Ian Howard, then Director of the 
QCA, who had offered these as a good-will gesture. When volunteers from the photography 
staff were hard to find it became my responsibility, as the convener of photography 
programs, to "deliver" the workshops in China. This proved a tall order. The recipient 
Chinese schools apparently had very limited equipment, materials and facilities. To 
exacerbate matters, I discovered that materials and equipment could not be brought into 
China without difficult and protracted customs procedures. To solve the problem 
international companies, which had previously assisted the QCA Department of 
Photography, were approached to provide equipment and materials from their show rooms 
and stocks within China. Consequently Xu Fang, a Chinese speaking colleague and I, 
supported by consumables and equipment valued more than $30,000, presented workshops 
of two weeks duration in Beijing and in Hang Zhou. The Chinese students and staff were 
highly committed, intelligent, responsible and very enthusiastic about professional 
photography studies. The workshops were so successful that the Central Academy of Fine 
Art Deputy Director Mr Ding Shi Zhong, became involved. Seeing the potential to establish 
a significant photography school in China, Mr Ding, who controls the institute's finances, 
promised to build a temporary classroom and refurbish their existing studio and laboratory, 
to accommodate a full-time photography programme from 1997.  
 
Preliminary Planning Phase. 
After some consideration, the impossibility of mounting a programme in 1997 was 
acknowledged. Instead a Chinese academic was dispatched to visit Griffith University in 
Australia. This was intended to assess the organisational complexity and equipping costs 
required to underwrite the project. Consequently, in May 1997, Associate professor Ma 
Gang conducted a four-week study tour of the department of Photography at the 
Queensland College of Art. Mr. Ma also brought with him an exhibition of contemporary 
work by Chinese student photographers. The Chinese cultural secretary, Mr. Zhang Ying 
Bao, opened the show “China Now” in Brisbane on Thursday June 5.  
 
During associate professor Ma's Australian visit a long-term plan to establish Chinese 
photo-education in Beijing was finalised. Instead of a three-year undergraduate course 
catering for fifteen students, the QCA Director agreed to release me from Australian 
teaching commitments in order to develop and present a technology-based, two-year 
masters program be offered only once beginning in March 1998 and concluding in February 
2000. The programme would be funded from three sources; CAFA's recurrent government 
funding, photographic industry sponsorship and student fees. The time frame suited the 
Central Academy's new campus development. Five of the best masters graduates would be 
selected to teach a projected four-year undergraduate degree course when their new 
facilities are complete in 2001. 
 
Preparation Phase. 
From September to November 1997 my wife Ulli and I resided in Beijing. We occupied a 
small self-contained flat constructed for us in the Academy's foreign students’ dormitory. 
Our hosts referred to this as their "half-star hotel"! Working with the Chinese 
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administrators, I became increasingly involved in drafting the contract between Griffith 
University and the Academy. This process faltered with unfailing frequency.  Apparently 
innocent issues such as Griffith's "Act of God" clause and curiously the mere mention of 
course fees, which it was agreed would offset replacement teaching at Griffith University, 
were interpreted as "death clauses" certain to incur immediate rejection by the authorities. 
Negotiations were strained. We did finally meet the submission deadline - but only just. 
Having cleared the first hurdle the government reviewing committees requested additional 
information on Griffith University's standing and credentials as well as the proposed course 
content. This meant "back to the key board". We spent several anxious days and nights 
frantically writing and re-writing documents.  
 
On a more optimistic note, the Academy finished constructing a temporary building 
extension to accommodate digital equipment, teaching space and a print finishing area in 
addition to the original studio and darkroom. Then on October 13, at a special ceremony, I 
was honoured to receive the title of "guest professor" of the Central Academy. My focus 
now turned to the facility’s interior design. Discussions with the Academy's building 
"technicians" were protracted. They requested increasingly detailed construction plans and 
building specifications – until I finally realised the issue and accepted responsibility for the 
project.  In addition I was designing and supervising the manufacture of three "appropriate 
technology" film processing systems. By the end of October the drawings and specification 
sheets surpassed 50 pages. Mr Ding approved my interior design. Construction was costed 
at just under 400,000 RMB ($A80,000). In the last days of October the Chinese authorities 
finally signed off on the MAVA program for 1998!  
 
The complexity of this photography project brought the difference between Chinese and 
contemporary Western standards into clear focus. A delegation of six architects, engineers, 
planners and administrators responsible for the Academy's new campus planning was 
dispatched to conduct a study tour of Griffith University and other centres in Australia. Due 
to illness, Mr. Ding, whose efforts secured ministerial funding for the mission was unable 
to travel with the group. Much later Ding came to realise this fact-finding tour became 
another Chinese government-funded junket. His architects had learned nothing! 
 
Infrastructure Development Phase. 
During January and February 1998 the Academy finished major infrastructure construction. 
This included installing two special airlocks (military construction) to exclude ever-present 
dust. Even mains pressure the hot water systems required for our water mixing valves 
proved remarkably rare in Beijing. We discovered that PVC sheet is one of the cheapest 
available building materials. Consequently all darkroom walls, doors and ceilings were 
constructed in steel frame and 4mm grey PVC!  Although our custom-built film processing 
lines were completed and installed, rough transport and "rugged" construction would haunt 
us in future. I purchased all temperature probes, heating elements, electronic controllers, 
mixing valves and water filters in Australia. The Chinese delegation which visited QCA 
carried this equipment back in their hand luggage. We were very fortunate to have a well-
trained, competent electrical contractor on the job. However plumbing was to prove 
"problematic". The Academy conducted entrance examinations to select 16 students while I 
worked throughout the summer vacation in Australia lobbying international companies for 
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equipment and materials sponsorship. Wang Xu, a young English language lecturer at the 
Beijing Foreign Languages Institute was employed to translate for the programme and a 
full-time photography technician was seconded from the Print making Department.  Mr 
Ding Shi Zhong and I were designated joint course coordinators.   
 
Sponsorship. 
The list of photographic industry sponsors included:  
  Cambo   (UK/Netherlands) 
  Canon    (PRC Beijing) 
  Elinchrom   (Switzerland) 
  Hasselblad   (Sweden) 
  Jebsen   (Hong Kong) 
  Kennox   (PRC Suzhou) 
  Kodak    (Hong Kong) 
  Kodak    (PRC Shanghai) 
  Minolta   (Hong Kong) 
  Rodenstock   (Germany) 
  Rollei    (Germany)  
  Shriro    (Hong Kong) 
  Wan De   (PRC Beijing) 
Our sponsors provided assistance under various terms. Some equipment has been donated 
(eg. Elinchrom have donated the department's entire studio flash requirements) while other 
companies have provided equipment on long term loan agreements or offered very special 
education prices. (eg. Cambo have donated large format cameras and agreed to sell 
accessories at factory cost plus 5%) Despite early optimism delivery of some discounted 
equipment supplied through Hong Kong was to become an ordeal lasting more than 12 
months!  Kodak representatives promised donation of an extensive array of digital 
equipment. This did not arrive until the end of March 1999 - 12 months after the 
announcement!  
 
Unfortunately Chinese customs authorities demanded full payment of import duties (30%) 
on all imported donations. While some companies have carried this impost, others withheld 
or delayed equipment and materials supply. This situation also disrupted the practical 
teaching programme. However the benefits accrued from sponsorship arrangements far 
outweighed the drawbacks. Given CAFA's limited funding base, the cost of professional 
equipment and present currency exchange rates, the joint programme was not viable 
without strong industry support. Roughly estimated, the programme received sponsorship 
assistance approaching 2 million RMB  ($A400,000). Evidently international industry 
support also contributed significantly to the program's credibility. This was evidenced by 
the Academy's apparent success attracting additional funds from various government 
departments.  
 
Students 
The Central Academy selected fifteen students from approximately fifty applicants. 
Selection followed an examination process based on folios, written exams and skills tests. 
Wang Xu, the program's interpreter was offered a place free of course fees. This brought 
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the total to sixteen students. The selected group is constituted of individuals from many 
different provinces. Students ranged in age from 25 to 47 (mean age 34) and come from 
varied professional backgrounds including: tertiary teaching; editorial work on magazines 
and in publishing houses; press, portrait and advertising photography; commercial design 
and illustration businesses; fashion design; public relations. 
 
Teaching Phase 
The programme finally opened on March 4 1998 with an impressive ceremony attended by 
high-ranking Chinese Government officials; Australian Embassy staff; national and 
international sponsors; representatives from 8 different media organisations; CAFA Staff 
and students and four Griffith University representatives. A banquet and an exhibition of 
QCA photography staff and student work accompanied the event. 
 
A professional looking environment impressed visitors touring the facility. However real 
functionality was not achieved until late May! This three-month delay seriously disrupted 
the total project. Despite many protracted meetings with the plumbing contractor in 1997, 
no work had been undertaken by the programme's opening date! We were promised that all 
plumbing would be completed within two weeks of commencing teaching. I felt our 
contractor was playing games - looking for legitimate excuses to withdraw from the job.  
Continuing delays created ever-increasing stress among both staff and students eager to 
start essential practical work. When the plumbing finally became operational on Tuesday 
21 April (teaching week 7!) we had to deal with on-going problems such as leaks and hose 
connection failures.  
 
We had always expected difficulty finding useful teaching texts and other resources. Kodak 
came to our rescue offering to donate a complete photographic library. I had supplied a 
comprehensive book list on Christmas Eve 1997. The library never eventuated! 
Consequently we spent many hours looking for appropriate materials. In the fourth teaching 
week we hit pay dirt - Ulli and Wang Xu found a Chinese version of an early edition of Ray 
and Attridge's "Manual of Photography" and a Chinese translation of an Encyclopaedia of 
Photography. This was a major achievement! The books were so cheap Ulli and I simply 
gave each student a copy!  
 
Kodak had initially offered to underwrite the program's entire sensitised materials needs. 
During the first semester it became clear that this would not happen. In 1997 I had prepared 
an extensive materials list however the most important professional products were 
unavailable in China. The Kodak products we finally received were often out-dated, 
incompatible with each other or simply semi-useful. Overall materials supply in China 
proved erratic and ultimately students were forced to rely on their own resources. Specialist 
professional Kodak products were finally purchased through my Griffith University 
research account and carried into China by visiting QCA staff. Despite repeated promises 
Kodak were unable to supply CC filters - we eventually purchased a set from Sinar. They 
arrived so late in the second year, only one student managed to use them. 
 
Commissioning film processing equipment became a major headache. Again the 
contractor's staff took an inordinate amount of time. The chief "engineer" installed under-
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sized recirculation pumps in the film processing units. These required replacement and 
much of the work necessitated repeated dismantling and rebuilding. I found it interesting 
that our "engineer" never fully appreciated how the heat-circulation system in the lines 
functioned. To further complicate matters, it was discovered that the equipment had been 
damaged in transport and installation. Many PVC welds failed, creating chemical leaks. In 
desperation, the photography technician, Wang Long Jiang took the initiative and 
overhauled the systems with my assistance. Initially our Chinese friends had no confidence 
in this "appropriate" technology. Later they would recognise the crucial role of ready access 
to low-cost, reliable film processing.   
 
Throughout the first semester, we experienced great difficulty communicating the 
importance of the most basic equipment. Apparently primitive items such as measuring 
cylinders, thermometers, timers, processing hangers, mixing vessels tripod thread adaptors, 
styrene foam sheets were often perceived as unnecessary. I could see the puzzled look and 
the obvious question - "if the foreign devil has the best available Rollei cameras why does 
he need this 10 cent tripod adaptor ? or this UV filter? or this cable release?"  We wasted 
large slabs of time searching Beijing's photo dealers until we discovered medical supply 
shops where we could purchase our entire lab requisites at very good prices.  
 
Photographic chemistry proved another headache! The majority of Chinese consumers 
either purchase one litre packs of pre weighed powder developer and fixer or formulate 
their own from raw chemistry. Ready-mixed liquid concentrates are new in China.  Rapid 
fix was only available for hospital X-ray departments. We finally discovered a source of 
bulk raw chemistry. This became a valuable cost-efficient option and chemical mixing 
provided excellent learning opportunities. Process control strips were another issue 
altogether. There are no B&W control strips on the market in china. All available E-6 and 
C-41 strips were out of date and stored at room temperature! To explain the dilemma, I 
asked the students to describe what they expect when they shoot out-of-date film. Their 
response was so accurate I immediately realised they have a wealth of experience shooting 
bad product! I then put the question "what if we adjusted a film process to correct for out-
dated control strips … and then processed fresh film?" The penny dropped! Our only 
solution was to import a small quantity of fresh strips from Australia and adjust the 
reference values for out-dated stock. To solve the B&W dilemma I resolved to produce our 
own strips. This was done with a Homrich duplicator and 100 meters of 35mm Lucky film. 
Process limits were set at +/- 2 and 3 Standard deviations based on the variance in 32 
samples processed by 16 students. This system has worked brilliantly ever since! 
 
Workshops. 
Staff in the Department of Photography at the Queensland College of Art expressed their 
interest to participate in the MAVA (Photography) teaching programme. QCA agreed to 
send three photography staff to Beijing during semester II 1998. In early October, Dr. Joe 
McDowall conducted workshops in Research Methods and the Photographic Nude. This 
was followed by Ms Marian Drew who presented workshops and lectures on photography-
based art practice in Australia and Mr Peter Wanny who contributed specialist teaching to 
the subject Illustrative Studio Techniques. 
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Interpreters 
This cross-cultural teaching experience highlighted the fact that teaching through an 
interpreter is much more time-consuming and demanding than originally anticipated. Wang 
Xu, the interpreter found the strain too great and decided to withdraw at the completion of 
semester I.  In addition to his photography studies and teaching one day per week at the 
Beijing Language Institute, Wang Xu was required to translate for me from 8.30 AM until 
6 or 7 PM four days per week. We were able to re-allocate Wang Xu's place in the course 
to Wang Long Jiang, the department's technician. However Wang Xu's English expertise 
and knowledge of photographic terms were sorely missed during semester 2 1999 when we 
struggled with six different (inept) interpreters. The situation reached boiling point when 
the students revolted. Apparently 70% of the lecture information was being "lost"! Wang 
Xu proved irreplaceable!  
 
Volunteer Teaching.  
Throughout the practical teaching program Ulli Manietta provided valuable teaching, 
administration and tutoring assistance. Having independent feedback on the effectiveness 
of lectures and practical presentations when working across cultures proved invaluable. 
Students sometimes relied on her as an intermediary for delicate questions. Due to the 
problems encountered operationalising the teaching facility, Ulli's contribution was crucial 
during the second half of first semester when her support with teaching colour printing and 
tutoring in the English Language class proved crucial to the program's success.  
 
Related activities 
At the invitation of the Minolta Company, and accompanied by the interpreter and two 
students, I presented seminars for professional photographers at the Shanghai International 
Photo Expo. Minolta covered all expenses. The seminars were very well received and 
served to both publicise and credential the programme. During the programme's second 
year Ulli and I took two weeks leave from teaching to undertake a Chinese Cultural 
Ministry funded photography project in Xin Jiang (far western China) Sixteen foreign 
photographers, each representing a different country, were invited to participate. This 
provided much-needed relief from our daily routine.  
 
Recognition 
In October 1998 the Chinese "Foreign Experts Bureau" invited Ulli and me back to Beijing 
for one week in order to bestow one of their annual "Friendship Awards." This turned out 
to be the highest honour given to overseas individuals who contribute to China's 
technological development. We were informed that there are more than 80,000 registered 
foreign experts currently working in China. Each year around 40 individuals representing 
the most successful projects are selected. Apart from the endless banquets, meetings and 
photographs with party officials as well as visits to international joint ventures we 
established contacts with other recipients from Australia and around the world. Their China 
experiences virtually mirrored ours!  
 
Seminars presented by overseas visitors. 
Lars Bengtson, Hasselblad product manager spoke to the group about that company's 
product development philosophy and briefed students on correct Hasselblad camera care 
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and use. Ms Angeline Hazebroek an award-winning West Australian photographer, 
presented images and spoke about her social-documentary approach to wedding and 
portrait work. Christopher Springman, a high profile U.S. based commercial photographer 
presented a half-day seminar on the industry and his working methods. Mr Malcolm 
Whittle, president and owner of Elinchrom Switzerland, presented two sessions on 
electronic flash technology, with particular emphasis on workplace safety. Mr Juan I-Jong, 
a Taiwanese social documentary photographer and publisher delivered a half-day session 
on his photographic work, publishing and education in Taiwan. All sessions, including 
those held on weekends, were supported by full student attendance. Lois Conner, a US 
based photographic artist presented a lecture and demonstration of salted paper techniques. 
Her use of very large format film, contact printing and extremely bulky camera equipment 
spurred student interest in contemporary large format work. Professor Gerald Pryor from 
New York University delivered an artist talk on his performance work and photography 
studies in his department. 
 
Growing Friendships 
In the course of our time in China we became increasingly attached to the people with 
whom we worked. We soon discovered our Chinese hosts and the students loved life and 
possessed a wonderful sense of humour. Throughout the project we enjoyed many formal 
and informal dinners, outings and "fun" incidents. The most memorable events were bogus 
ceremonies which involved everyone. In one instance the students discovered Ulli and I had 
a wedding anniversary. They took us to a local park where we were dressed in peasants 
clothing and then, for their sheer photographic pleasure, they subjected us naïve and 
hapless foreigners to a series of staged wedding ceremonies! Prior to our departure in 1999 
I was even subjected to a bogus Communist Party induction ceremony and subsequently 
presented the "N+1 Pushing Photography Education Award" by the "Peoples Photographic 
Committee"! Tearful scenes at the airport accompany every parting.  
 
Graduation Phase 
Ulli and I returned to Beijing in November 1999 for the project's conclusion. During my 
absence students had worked on their graduating folios since August.  
 
The major folio requirements were that all assessable work must: 
• Have been exposed, processed and printed by the student;  
• Be conceptually grounded in contemporary mainland Chinese culture; 
• Indicate practical, commercial photographic skills attainment 
 
Throughout the final semester, two Chinese colleagues assisted with conceptual refinement 
while I maintained e-mail communications and made suggestions to students’ folio 
proposals. Not having seen any work in progress I was very anxious. The program's 
reputation, the Academy's reputation, Griffith University's reputation and my reputation 
were at stake! We were committed to exhibitions in Beijing and Australia. There was no 
turning back.  Ultimately there was no need for concern. Their work was excellent!  I later 
discovered that students rostered the studio on a 24 hour basis to meet the assessment 
deadline. I was able to satisfy the Academy’s administration and make recommendations 
regarding the most appropriate teaching appointments.  
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Suddenly the graduation and the graduating exhibition date of December 20th, carefully 
negotiated six months earlier, was simply proclaimed “unsuitable” without explanation. 
Following some frantic communication with Griffith we agreed to the Academy's new 
proposal. (We later realised Dec.20 clashed with the reunification of Macao) Stress levels 
rose as temperatures plummeted to minis thirteen degrees, the lowest Beijing midday 
temperature in 13 years. Both exhibition opening and graduation functions were held on the 
same, freezing afternoon. This produced an impossibly tight schedule. The exhibition, 
which covered three floors of the Academy's downtown gallery looked very professional. 
Our collective effort had paid off. Following very brief introductions and exhibition 
opening speeches students walked to our flat where they dressed in gowns and then re-
assembled for graduation at the near-by Peace Hotel. Again careful preparation proved 
essential. The procession, which we rehearsed the day before, ran like clockwork. Our 
graduands conducted themselves brilliantly. It was a proud moment for everyone. Pro vice 
Chancellor Bill Lovegrove presented testamurs, Earle Bridger and Fan D'an were joint 
masters of ceremony and Penny Richards, Charge de Affaires  at the Australian Embassy 
delivered the occasional address. Chinese Government officials comprised half the dais 
party. Press photographers were so thick on the ground graduates even had difficulty 
approaching the dais. True to form frenzied picture-taking followed the ceremony! The 
gratitude expressed by the graduands families took us by surprise. Handshakes and 
thankyou were replaced by heart-felt hugs. We had no idea of the impact the programme 
had on the students’ families. On our last day in China students invited us to a departing 
banquet in a Xin Jiang restaurant. Someone discovered mutton testicles on the menu - an 
opportunity not to be missed. Our Chinese hosts took great delight in confronting us poor 
foreign devils with their more exotic culinary habits. I must confess the novelty generally 
far exceeded the taste. Our departure involved an obligatory airport "convoy" of well-
wishers and tear-full parting. 
 
In April 2000 eight graduates and three family members flew to Australia to hang their 
work in the QCA gallery, participate in the exhibition opening and Griffith University 
graduation. On arrival in Australia brilliant sunlight, pollution free air and cleanliness 
overwhelmed them.  To maintain coherence with the 1997 exhibition we again invited the 
Chinese Cultural Counsellor. This time Mme Sun Guengxin represented her country at both 
the opening and the graduation. The Australian Embassy in Beijing provided the travelling 
graduates with a grant $5,000 to produce an exhibition of Australian images on their return. 
During the visit Ulli and I became tour operators! We visited a number of coastal towns and 
even managed to organise two nights stay on Stradbroke Island. The graduating exhibition 
also travelled to the College of Fine Art in Sydney where it opened on Monday the 8th of 
May 2000. 
 
Ulli and I returned to Beijing in November 2001. This time the occasion was in invitation 
to exhibit in the Central Academy’s Wang Fujing Street Gallery. The show, “In search of 
Essence”  received sponsorship from both universities and the Australian Embassy. Two 
calendar productions featuring exclusive use of my Australian Landscape images 
accompanied the exhibition. The Embassy edition of 500 was produced on high-grade 
materials while CAFA printed 1000 lower cost copies.   
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Future Commitments. 
At Vice President Ding's request, I have given an assurance that I will make myself 
available for consultancy work in China for four weeks annually - provided that my input is 
needed!   
 
 
 

 
         Original Photographic studio 

 

 
Airlock to exclude Beijing dust 
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New Studio and Professional Equipment 
 
 

 
Original Photographic Labs 
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    E-6 Film Processing Line  

 
 

 
                                                              Multi-purpose teaching & production area 


